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The time has planned of creating an outstanding tablet which would definitely challenge the various
existing gadgets such as iPad, Google Nexus 7 and the Asus Transformer Prime. The PC advisor of
HTC has stated that this exclusive tablet is on its way and would offer very unique features. Earlier
in this tablet game HTC came up with the HTC Flyer which was a 7 inch tablet. And as the name
suggests the HTC Flyer has gained success but the other tablets 7 inch tablets such as Amazon
Kindle Fire and the Google Nexus 7 were much hotter than the HTC Flyer. So now itâ€™s the turn of the
HTC to come out with something new so that they may lag behind other prevailing gadgets from the
market. HTC is planning for big block buster due to the accessibility of the latest version of Android.

Earlier Flyer was running an older version of Google's Android software that is Gingerbread which
was not meant for the bigger screen of a tablet whereas the 4.1 Jelly bean Version functions
transversely on phones and slates. This month Jelly Bean is giving its appearance on a fresh HTC
handset and would have good time. In the form of a tweaked edition of HTC Sense the Flyer would
find a civilized tablet boundary. The Flyer was abnormal at the occasion for including a stylus which
is now no longer an exclusive feature nevertheless with the S-Pen stylus there is a Samsung galaxy
Note. Moreover even Apple has also worked on the modest pointer into fancy digital pen.

The leading iPad provider in the market provides the tablet templates in order to create a special
place of it among the other existing tablets that are launched in the market with their personal
strategies. Like the Sony tablet P folds in half, the Transformer Prime harbor with a keyboard, the
Microsoft Surface has a Kickstand and The BlackBerry Playbook makes an outstanding doorstop.
People are eagerly waiting to watch for what HTC would be coming up. The Flyer was a counterfeit
beginning however HTC has made great handsets such as HTC One X and the Sensation XE
phones. So creating an Android tablet would be ticket of success for HTC.
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